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1.0 Introduction
1.1

This Statement supplements SHL’s objections in response to Questions 4.1 to 4.5.

2.0 Q4.1
Does the Quantum of Development align with the CSLP?
2.1

The CSLP makes the following references to the allocation of new office floorspace:


Policy B1 and D2 set a requirement to deliver 55,430sq.m. of employment land by 2027.



Policy D2 refers to:



-

allocating land within the town centre through the TCLP for new B1(a) use; and

-

supporting the development of B1(a) use at Sovereign Harbour.

Paragraph 4.2.13 refers to the densification or redevelopment of sites within the town centre to provide
3,000sq.m. of employment space.



Paragraph 4.2.14 refers to:
-

the identification of land to provide 30,000sq.m. of B1a space at Sovereign Harbour; and

-

The requirement to commence an Employment Land Review (ELR) ‘immediately’ to inform the
ELLP. That review is to include an assessment of viability of business space at Sovereign Harbour
for the Plan Period.



Paragraph 4.2.15 states:
“The Town Centre has the potential for increased business use through the provision of high
quality office/commercial floorspace. The Town Centre Local Plan will consider identifying
opportunities arising from re-use or redevelopment.”

2.2

Within the TCLP itself:


Policy TC3 Mixed Use Development refers to particular priorities including employment generating
uses, particularly office development.
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No reference is made to the quantum of office space within this policy or its related text.


Policy TC17 Strategic Approach to Town Centre Development Sites refers to five Opportunity Sites
which:
“...will deliver a minimum of 450 net residential units and 3000sq.m. of new B1(a) office space.
These requirements should be provided across all five sites allowing flexibility for the quantum
of development to be delivered on each site to be determined by an appropriate design
response.”



Paragraph 5.11 states:
“In order to ensure that the overall quantum of development of 450 net residential units and
3000sq.m. of new B1(a) office space is delivered successfully, the Council will monitor the
overall delivery rates and residual capacity across the five Development Opportunity Sites
[DOSs}.”



Paragraph 5.15, Contingency Options states that in the event that the overall employment
requirement is unlikely to be delivered across the DOSs, the Council will implement the following:

2.3

-

Promote opportunities on other available sites within the Town Centre

-

Review the contribution of windfall sites

-

Use CPOs if necessary

-

Undertake an early review of the TCLP to identify additional sites.

The TCLP aligns with the CSLP in terms of references being made to 3,000sq.m. of new offices within the
town centre. The TCLP also does not rule out additional office space being provided over and above
3,000sq.m.

2.4

However, the TCLP:


Policy TC17 is unclear whether the reference made to ‘minimum’ relates to office space as well as the
minimum number of net new homes that are proposed for the centre;
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Paragraph 5.11 refers to an overall quantum of 3000sq.m. of new office space which suggests this is a
fixed amount;



That paragraph also suggests a capacity exercise is to inform the amount of office space each of the
DOSs can provide. There is no evidence of this being done to provide certainty over delivery.



The TCLP also does not make clear reference to the fact that the 3,000sq.m. level is subject to further
review as part of the ELLP and in response to the CSLP Inspector’s report that has raised concern
about the balance of office space that is proposed for the town centre and in view of vitality and viability
protection and promotion objectives generally.

2.5

On this basis, the TCLP does not align with the CSLP or the guidance that was given in advance of and to
enable that document’s adoption, i.e. ahead of the ELLP being completed.

2.6

A series of amendments are therefore required to ensure that the TCLP aligns with the CSLP and to
enable the ELLP to still be completed to fully inform and support the Town Centre Plan. These are set out
at Section 7.0 of this Statement.

2.7

If these amendments are made the contingency arrangements as currently drafted at Paragraph 5.15 will
be appropriate and will need only to address the potential impact of the pending new permitted
development rights (see Section 6.0).

2.8

If the above issues are not addressed, the contingency arrangements will need to be amended further to
state that the Council will undertake an early review of the TCLP to reflect the findings of the ELLP. Whilst
this suggestion has been put forward, it would result in a disjointed approach to Plan making for
Eastbourne, adding to the number of rapid plan reviews required.

2.9

Our proposed new wording of the contingency arrangements is set out at Section 7.0.
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3.0 Q4
Does the Plan Identify the Distribution of Uses in the Town Centre?

3.1

As above, the TCLP refers to a quantum of office space (3,000sq.m.) and an aim that this is to be met by
the DOSs.

3.2

The Plan however does not require the DOSs to provide office space. It lists office space as an
appropriate use for these sites alongside other uses. The document also acknowledges that DOS1 may
not provide office space.

3.3

The TCLP does not therefore identify the actual distribution of new offices in the town centre. This failure
to require each of the DOSs to provide office space or to least to seriously test this as a viable option
leaves the centre at risk that no new provision will be made.

3.4

Each of the DOSs therefore should be required to demonstrate serious consideration of new office space
as a development option, including as part of mixed use options alongside higher value uses. This should
be set within the context of:
-

the overall size and capacity of the DOS sites to provide office space potentially as part of much
wider mixed use schemes; and

-

office space representing an important town centre use and a key contributor to the customer base
of other town centre commercial uses.

3.5

This requirement should apply to each of the DOSs even those with the benefit of planning permission
that does not include offices, such that the provisions of the TCLP will apply should new or alternative
development proposals come forward for these sites in the future.

3.6

It is however considered inappropriate to set maximum office floor areas for the individual DOSs in
advance of the ELLP or actual capacity testing of the DOSs, as this could act to stifle potentially higher
levels of proposed new office space coming forward.

3.7

The suggested amendments set out at Section 7.0 are proposed to help address these issues.
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4.0 Q4.3
Is Reference to 3,000sq.m. of office floorspace justified? Should the plan be
more flexible?

4.1

The evidence submitted on behalf of SHL to the CSLP and its related statements on economic
development addressed this matter and demonstrated that:


EBC’s own evidence showed that the employment land allocation at the Harbour should be halved to
15,000sq.m. on viability grounds.



The Council’s total office allocation of 33,000sq.m. of space within the town centre and SH combined is
over ambitious compared with:



-

EBC’s own assessment of Class B space and of B1a space requirements specifically;

-

trends in improving office space efficiencies and how this is reducing new office space
requirements;

-

the Eastbourne office market generally when measured in terms of the actual size of the town’s
office stock, take-up and requirements.

Notwithstanding this, the Town Centre remains the most popular location for offices and will and should
continue to be given (1) the choice of stock within the centre; (2) its accessibility and (3) its established
business supply links (e.g. banks, printing / general office supplies / cafes / restaurants and shops).



The town centre should be supported as the primary office location in general planning terms. That is, in
compliance with the NPPF and to take advantage of its high level of accessibility and to support the
overall vitality and viability of the centre.



The allocation of 3,000sq.m. across the town centre DOSs lacks ambition and insufficient strength in
policy guidance terms to secure new office floorspace. This was demonstrated by a high level capacity
assessment of DOS 3, which is provided again here at Appendix 1.

4.2

The Council’s Addendum Paper that was issued in support of its proposed modification that sought to
address the above, did not help and our objections to EBC’s evidence base remain.
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4.3

At this time, the ELLP is required to inform the office requirement and site allocations through to 2027.
This includes Sovereign Harbour but also must include the town centre again in the context of the NPPF
and the definition of office space as a priority town centre use.

4.4

In advance of the ELLP it cannot be settled that the requirement of 3,000sq.m. of new offices for the town
centre is appropriate. If the ELLP does show the requirement of 33,000sq.m. of offices remains, in view of
the NPPF and the CSLP Inspector’s guidance on the CSLP, we would expect the distribution of offices to
the town centre to still be increased above 3,000sq.m.

4.5

Even with the NPPF and CSLP Inspector’s guidance aside, work on the Sovereign Harbour masterplan
has progressed through EBC’s adopted SPD for the neighbourhood and SHL’s own work. The latter has
been subject to public consultation based upon a distribution of uses across SHL’s sites that reflects the
SPD.

4.6

That distribution of uses focuses proposed offices on three sites at the Harbour, known as Sites 4, 6 and
7. Copies of SHL’s exhibition boards for these sites are provided at Appendix 2. This design review
equates to a maximum of 23,000sq.m. of potential B1a floorspace being provided here, but again with this
upper amount still to be subject to further viability assessment , the ELLP and a proven office market
being demonstrated before the upper maximum of office space provided at SH is ultimately settled upon.
This agreed physical masterplan approach however equates to a reduction of at least 7,000sq.m. of
space on the 30,000sq.m. that is referenced in the CSLP for the Harbour.

4.7

If the ELLP does show a need for 33,000sq.m. of office space in total, with SH unable to accommodate
30,000sq.m. the 3,000sq.m. of space referenced for the town centre is already out of date. In any case
the balance of space apportioned to the town centre again does not align with the directions given to EBC
for the review of office requirements following the CSLP EIP and the directions of the NPPF.

4.8

Flexibility is therefore not only justified but required. The proposed amendments set out at Section 7.0
seek to address this.
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5.0 Q4.4
Is the Plan premature in view of the forthcoming review?

5.1

The TCLP as drafted does not refer to or make provision for the fact that the ELLP is underway. In the
absence of the ELLP there is a vacuum in EBC’s evidence and understanding of total office floorspace
requirements and how this can be met in broad location and site terms.

5.2

In this sense the TCLP, as it is currently drafted with reference to 3,000sq.m. of offices is out of date and
is premature ahead of the updated evidence being available. As such it cannot be said with confidence
that the TCLP meets the tests of soundness set out within paragraph 182 of the NPPF. That is, it:
 Has not been positively prepared –the reference to 3,000sq.m. is not supported by valid evidence;
 Is not justified – there is no valid evidence to support the office space allocation.
 Is not effective – the allocation again may not be the valid amount of space to be provided for and
this will not be known until the ELLP has been completed. The TCLP also does not actually require
individual sites to provide offices, such that there is no guarantee that the Plan will deliver any new
space
 Consistent with national policy – in making reference to the town centre allocation of 3,000sq.m.
the TCLP relies upon a balance of new office between the town centre and SH which is inconsistent
with the NPPF.

5.3

As stated in the representations submitted to EBC on the TCLP, it is understandable that the Council
wants established policy to be in place quickly to help proactively promote, guide and control new
development in the centre. The changes set out at Section 7.0 are put forward to help ensure this can be
achieved whilst not pre-empting the ELLP and without prejudicing a potentially much larger amount of
new office space being directed to the town centre by that Plan.

6.0 Q4.5
Should the Plan Address forthcoming PD Rights for Office Conversions

6.1

The submission made to EBC on the TCP addresses this point. The suggested amendment at Section 7.0
proposes an approach to addressing this within the contingency options set out at para 5.15 of the TCLP.
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7.0 Proposed Amendments to Make the TCLP Sound
7.1

The following amendments are required.

Amendment 1: Setting of a new objective that specifically relates to office space.
7.2

This will give office space equal priority alongside retailing and tourist related development and should
read:
x: Supporting enhanced and additional office and business space: support the refurbishment
and extension of existing office and business floorspace within the town centre and the provision of
new high quality, flexible office space that will meet the needs of a range of businesses from small
start-ups to larger established and relocating companies.

Amendment 2: An additional Sub-Section and Policy relating to office development with
supporting text.
7.3

This also will (1) give office space equal priority alongside other town centre uses, (2) meet with guidance
in the NPPF on office space being a priority town centre use, and (3) address the issue of the pending
ELLP that will further inform the quantum of office space to be provided.

7.4

The Chapter should be entitled:

Office Development in the Town Centre
7.5

The policy and text should read:
Policy TCx Office Development
The refurbishment and extension of the Town Centre’s existing office stock will be supported. The
provision of additional new office floorspace will also be supported to provide high quality, flexible
facilities for a range of office users. Each of the Opportunity Development Sites will be required to
include office floorspace or must be supported by evidence that this will be unviable even as part
of a wider mixed use development.
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Text:
4.xx

The town centre’s office stock adds to the mix of uses within the centre and is an
important contributor to its overall vitality and viability. Those working in and visiting
the centre’s offices provide an important customer base for other businesses and
commercial enterprises in the centre, adding in particular to its weekday and daytime
footfall and helping to support the centre’s night time economy.

4.xx

The Council is to produce a new Employment Land Local Plan (ELLP) which will
quantify the amount of office space that is to be provided during the current Core
Strategy Local Plan period. This will inform the amount of space that should be
directed to the town centre and to the Development Opportunity Sites as a priority
town centre use. This is in the interest of concentrating office workers within the most
accessible location of the town, close to those living in the town centre and easily
accessible for commuters based in the neighbouring wards and areas from which
people can readily travel to the centre on foot, or by cycle, bus or by train.

4.xx

New development proposals for the allocated Development Opportunity Sites that
come forward in advance of the ELLP will be required to provide office floorspace
unless this can be demonstrated to be unviable. Where viability is an issue, applicants
will be required to consider providing offices as part of mixed use development with
higher value uses. If offices are still proposed to be omitted from such developments,
the reasons for this must be explained and supported by evidence of viability and
design constraints.

Amendment 3: Additional Text Amendments
7.6

The following amendments are also required for consistency with the CSLP, within the TCLP and in view
of the pending ELLP:

Policy TC17 should be amended to read:
“...will deliver a minimum of 450 net residential units and 3000sq.m. of new B1(a) office space.
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Paragraph 5.11 should be redrafted as follows:
“In order to ensure that the overall quantum of development of 450 net residential units and
3000sq.m. of new B1(a) office space is delivered successfully, the Council will monitor the
overall delivery rates and residual capacity across the five Development Opportunity Sites
[DOSs}.”

Amendment 4: Paragraph 5.15, Contingency Options
7.7

The following additional wording is required to be included at the end of the existing paragraph to
address the potential impact of the new permitted development rights (pdrs) that will allow the change of
use from offices to residential use, if EBC has not applied for an exemption from that change.
…
The Council will also keep under review the impact of temporary permitted development
rights that are to allow the change of use of existing offices to residential use and the
effect of this on the overall existing and required new stock of offices in the centre. If
that effect is significant, additional sites will be identified within the town centre for the
provision of new office floorspace.

7.8

If Amendments 1 to 3 are not made, the contingency arrangements will need additional amendments to
be made to Paragraph 5.15 as follows:
The Council will undertake an early review of the TCLP to reflect the requirements of the
pending Employment Land Local Plan (ELLP).
In advance of the ELLP being adopted and following that adoption the event that the
overall employment requirement is unlikely to be delivered across the DOSs, the Council may
be required to will implement the following:
-

Promote opportunities on other available sites within the Town Centre in addition to
the DOSs

-

Review the contribution of windfall sites including windfall office sites

-

Use CPOs if necessary

-

Undertake an early review of the TCLP to identify additional sites.
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The Council will also keep under review the impact of temporary permitted development
rights that are to allow the change of use of existing offices to residential use and the
effect of this on the overall existing and required new stock of offices in the centre. If
that effect is significant, additional sites will be identified within the town centre for the
provision of new office floorspace.

8.0 Conclusion
8.1

The TCLP as drafted does not address the planned ELLP.

8.2

The TCLP must be amended to reflect the fact that the ELLP is required to inform the quantum of office
space that is to be provided within the town centre.

8.3

If the TCLP is not amended to address this, it will be unsound.
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Appendix 1
Town Centre Site 3 Capacity Testing
As appraised for the CSLP EIP Submission
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Appendix 2
SH Masterplan: Subject to Consultation March 2013
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a. Sovereign Harbour: Masterplan
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Sovereign Harbour: Site 4
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b. Sovereign Harbour: Site 6
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c. Sovereign Harbour: Site 7

Area of Site 7 removed from proposed office use
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